
Hotel Apology Letter for Overbooking

Subject: Apology for Overbooking and Inconvenience

Dear [Hotel Manager/Hotel Team],

I hope this letter finds you well. I am writing to offer my sincerest apologies for the inconvenience

caused due to the overbooking situation at your esteemed hotel. I understand that our recent

reservation for [number of rooms] rooms on [reservation date] was unfortunately affected by this

issue, and as a result, we were unable to secure the accommodation as promised.

As a loyal guest and someone who values the services provided by [Hotel Name], it was

disappointing to experience such a situation. Please be assured that this occurrence does not reflect

our usual expectations from your establishment, as we have always received exceptional service

during our previous stays.

I completely understand the frustration and inconvenience that overbooking can cause, and I want

to assure you that it was never our intention to cause any inconvenience to you or your team. We

understand the impact this situation had on our travel plans and the potential inconveniences it may

have caused your hotel in terms of reputation and customer satisfaction.

To rectify the situation, I would like to request your assistance in finding suitable alternative

accommodation for us on the same dates as our original reservation. If there are any comparable

hotels nearby, we would greatly appreciate your help in securing a reservation there. Additionally, if

there are any measures your hotel can take to make up for the inconvenience caused, such as a

complimentary upgrade or a discounted rate for a future stay, we would be grateful for your

consideration.

Once again, I apologize for the inconvenience caused and any negative impact this may have had

on your hotel's operations. We value our relationship with [Hotel Name] and hope that you will

provide a resolution to this matter that will restore our confidence in your services.

Please do not hesitate to contact me at [your contact information] to discuss the situation further or

provide any necessary details. I look forward to hearing from you soon and appreciate your prompt



attention to this matter.

Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]


